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Abstract
A novel multiphase field theory for ferroelectric systems in the vicinity of a polymor-
phic phase boundary (PPB) is developed by coupling the Landau-Devonshire thermo-
dynamic potentials of the individual phases. The model naturally predicts metastable
coexistence of the rhombohedral (R) and tetragonal (T) phases near the PPB tempera-
ture, TPPB = 43
◦C, for the BZT-40BCT system, and provides a maximum temperature
of coexistence, TC,0 = 49.9
◦C, in agreement with experiments. For T > TPPB, re-
sults show that metastable coexistence of two ferroelectric phases is a result of a phase
transformation-induced polarization rotation plus switching mechanism. Metastable do-
mains of the low-temperature R phase coexist with the high-temperature, thermodynam-
ically stable T phase for long periods of time, from minutes to hours. For T < TPPB, the
coexistence time is on the order of tens of seconds due to a decreased thermal energy that
suppresses the polarization rotation plus switching mechanism. Further, the kinetics of
macroscopic T→R phase transformation is accelerated by a large thermodynamic driving
force and high mobility.
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1. Introduction
Ferroelectric (FE) materials span a wide range of applications, including high-dielectric-
constant capacitors [1]; electromechanical devices, such as sensors, actuators, transducers,
micropositioning systems, piezoelectric fuel injectors and printing machines [2]; and, more
recently, non-volatile memories [1]. In particular, Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 or PZT has been the most5
widely used piezoelectric material due to its wide range of composition-dependent prop-
erties [3] and high electromechanical performance near its Morphotropic Phase Boundary
(MPB) [1–3]. However, recent environmental restrictions on the use of lead have resulted
in the identification of alternate chemistries, with equal or higher response [2, 4, 5].
The search for new lead-free materials depends on understanding the origin of elec-10
tromechanical performance in the vicinity of the transition temperature where two differ-
ent FE phases coexist [3], commonly termed the interferroelectric phase transition temper-
ature to differentiate it from the paraelectric-ferroelectric transition temperature [4]. The
phase transformation regimes are traditionally summarized in composition-temperature
maps, or phase diagrams (e.g., Figure 1). A phase boundary representing a composition-15
ally driven interferroelectric transition is referred to as an MPB [4, 5]. A phase boundary
representing an interferroelectric transition driven by changes in temperature is referred
to as a Polymorphic Phase Boundary (PPB) [4, 5]. Because the focus is on understanding
the effect of temperature on material behaviour, the remainder of this paper will describe
the equilibrium and phase transition kinetics in the vicinity of a PPB.20
One promising lead-free candidate is (1 − x)Ba(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3-x(Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3 or
(1− x)BZT-xBCT, which exhibits a PPB between the tetragonal (T) and rhombohedral
(R) phases [6], Figure 1. Recently, the existence of an additional orthorhombic (O)
phase has been speculated via high-resolution XRD and Rietveld refinement [7], Raman
spectroscopy [8], and elastic, dielectric and piezoelectric measurements [9]. Gao et al. [5]25
have argued that the presence of the orthorhombic phase is inconclusive due to the
narrow region of phase space in which the purported O phase appears, and the negligible
difference in lattice parameter of the surrounding rhombohedral and tetragonal phases.
Moreover, a region of R+T phase coexistence has been reported by experiments based
on temperature-dependent dielectric permittivity and XRD measurements [10], micro-30
Raman scattering [11], CBED [12], and high-resolution XRD and Rietveld analysis [13].
The identification of three FE phases, R, O and T, would imply the existence of two
2
PPBs in the system as opposed to one, see Figure 1. Nevertheless, the presence of any
one PPB is the origin of enhanced material properties [5], commonly associated with free
energy flattening and low polarization anisotropy [14–16]. The latter results in minimal35
domain wall energy that causes miniaturization of the domain structure near the inter-
ferroelectric phase boundaries [17], and facilitates polarization rotation/extension [18]. It
should be noted that, even though beyond the scope of this work, the classic Gibbs phase
rule is violated for R+O+T+C coexistence, as indicated on Figure 1 at the intersection
of the two PPBs as proposed by Keeble [7].40
Theoretical work on ferroelectrics includes first-principles [19–24], atomic-level [25–
30], and phase field modelling and simulations [14–16, 31–44]. First-principles approaches
are typically based on the density functional theory [19], and have been successfully used
to determine intrinsic material properties [19, 20], as well as to study domain walls [21]
and domain patterns in nanowires [22], ultrathin films [23] and single-crystals [24]. Shell45
model molecular dynamics have been used to investigate domain nucleation and switching
dynamics in single-crystals [25], size and strain effects on electric field-induced domain
evolution in ultrathin films [28], and surfaces and domain wall energetics [29]. Further,
molecular dynamics simulations based on effective Hamiltonians have been employed to
investigate the mechanisms of polarization switching [27]. Nanoscale domain configura-50
tions and their evolution have also been studied by combining the shell model and the
atomic-scale finite element method to improve computational performance [30].
Phase field formulations are traditionally built upon the Landau-Devonshire thermo-
dynamic potential to describe the paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition, and a polar-
ization gradient energy penalty to account for domain walls [31]. Phase field descriptions55
have been extensively used for single-phase ferroelectrics to investigate microstructural
evolution and domain configurations in single-crystals [32–37], polycrystals [38, 39], as
well as in thin films [40, 41]. For the region near the interferroelectric phase bound-
ary, phenomenological approaches commonly split the Landau coefficients into isotropic
and anisotropic contributions to facilitate the thermodynamic analysis [14–16]. Struc-60
ture symmetry is determined by identifying the easy polarization directions [15]. Landau
coefficients are commonly fitted to experimental data of specific FE phases, and the accu-
racy of predicted properties is limited near interferroelectric transitions and bulk phases,
e.g., [45–47].
3
In spite of the great progress, the thermodynamic state and the material properties65
in the vicinity of the interferroelectric phase boundary remain under considerable de-
bate [14]. Existing approaches cannot assess directly the impact of the transformation
dynamics of multiple coexisting FE phases. This limitation can be overcome by consider-
ing the homogeneous free energy density of multiple coexisting FE phases separately [48],
each with independent Landau coefficients obtained from experimental data for the re-70
spective phase. In this paper a new theory based on a multiphase field formulation is
proposed to consider the thermodynamics of the two neighbouring phases. The model is
applied to the BZT-40BCT system to demonstrate the mechanisms controlling the stabi-
lization of the apparent O phase in the vicinity of the T-R phase boundary and elucidate
















































Figure 1: (a) BZT-xBCT pseudo-binary phase diagram, and (b) region of interest. Dotted
lines correspond to single PPB between R and T phases, as reported by Liu and Ren [6].
Continuous lines indicate a purported O phase between the R and T phases (or the region
of R+T coexistence), as reported by Keeble et al. [7]. Dashed lines are detailed phase
boundaries depicted in region of interest, according to Ehmke [49].
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2. Theoretical framework
We define the total Helmholtz free energy of a strain-free, two-phase FE system, where
a polymorphic phase transition occurs at T = TPPB for a specific composition, as





























where T is the temperature of interest, ~P is the polarization, ~E is the electric field, and φ
is a phase field variable that specifies the region in space where each FE phase is locally
stable. We set φ = 0 as the low-temperature phase and φ = 1 as the high-temperature
phase. The first term on the right side of Equation 1 is the volumetric free energy density80
of the FE system, a continuous function of the controlling variables at the temperature
of interest. The second term is the gradient energy penalty to create a domain wall (a
polarization domain interface). Kijkl is the ijkl-th gradient energy coefficient contribution
for a polarization domain wall. The third term is the phase gradient energy penalty
to create an interface between two phases. Kij is the ij-th gradient energy coefficient85
contribution for a phase boundary .
The volumetric free energy density of the system is defined as
f(~P , φ; ~E, T ) = f0(~P ; ~E, T )[1− h(φ)] + f1(~P ; ~E, T )h(φ) +Wg(φ) (2)
where h(φ) = φ3(6φ2 − 15φ + 10) is an interpolation function between the free energy
densities of the two phases, f0 and f1; and g(φ) = φ
2(1 − φ)2 is a double-well potential
that prevents unphysical phase transitions, see e.g., [50].
For each phase, the volumetric free energy density is described by the Helmholtz
thermodynamic potential, A, (a Landau-Devonshire potential) with respect to the cubic
paraelectric phase, i.e., [51]





















k − PiEi (3)
where Pi is the ith polarization component (with i, j, k = 1, 2, 3), and αi, αij, and αijk90
are the Landau coefficients. The leading coefficient is αi = aCW (T − TCW ), where TCW
is the Curie-Weiss temperature and aCW > 0 [51].
5
The free energy density is defined herein as f(~P ; ~E, T ) = A(~P ; ~E, T )−A(~0;~0, TCW,1),
where A(~0;~0, TCW,1) is the Helmholtz free energy of the reference state. Thus,





















k − PiEi (4)





















k − PiEi + ∆fPPB (5)
For a first order interferroelectric phase transition [14], ∆fPPB = A1(~Ps1;~0, TPPB) −
A0(~Ps0;~0, TPPB), where ~Ps1 is the spontaneous polarization of the high-temperature phase
and ~Ps0 is the spontaneous polarization of the low-temperature phase.95
The proposed model is reference frame invariant and can be readily extended to
describe polycrystalline systems, see e.g., [39]. The model can also be adapted to include
strain effects, see e.g., [40]; and charged defects, see e.g., [52].
Overall, the formulation naturally captures the structural R↔T phase transformation
energetics, polarization energetics, and polarization-structural phase transformation in-100
teractions. Further, the coexistence and stability of phases near the PPB depend on the
order of the two paraelectric-ferroelectric (P-FE) transitions, independently described by





















































































Figure 2: Phase coexistence and stability as a function of P-FE phase transition. Two FE
phases are shown: a low-temperature FE phase (φ = 0) and a high-temperature FE phase
(φ = 1). Subfigures show (a) second order−second order , (b) second order−first order,
(c) first order−second order, and (d) first order−first order interactions. Highlighted area
indicates metastable coexistence of the FE phases accessible upon heating or cooling. Free
energy curves are sketched on the right for selected temperatures.
Figure 2 predicts a thermal upper limit for the metastable coexistence of the two FE105
phases. Its extent is a function of the underlying Landau coefficients. When both FE
phases display the possibility of a second order P-FE transition, the paraelectric phase is
always unstable within the PPB region where the FE phases coexist, Figure 2(a). How-
ever, if one of the phases presents a first order P-FE transition, the paraelectric phase will
be metastable for temperatures as low as T = TCW , Figure 2(b)-(d), giving rise to possi-110
7
ble metastable coexistence of the FE and C phases, which enables polarization switching
mechanisms associated with the enhancement of electromechanical properties [3, 18]. For
the BZT-xBCT system, coexistence of the R and T ferroelectric phases and the cubic
paraelectric phase has been experimentally reported [10].
3. Application to one-dimensional BZT-xBCT115
For a system that undergoes polarization switching events along one direction, say
ı̂, with an electric field applied along the same direction, we define ~P = P ı̂ and ~E =
Eı̂ = −∂VE/∂x, where VE is the electrostatic potential [53]. The polarization switching
































where KP = K1111, Kφ = K11, MP is the polarization mobility, and Mφ is the phase
mobility. We set MP = Mφ = M(φ;T ) = M0(T )[1 − h(φ)] + M1(T )h(φ), with the
mobility of each phase given by M(T ) = Mo exp(−Q/RT ).
The electrostatic field distribution is given by Coulomb’s Equation in its differential
form, ∂D/∂x = 0. The electric displacement is related to the total polarization via the








The model is normalized using x̂ = x/L, t̂ = t/τ , u = P/ |Ps1|, and Ê = E/ |Ec1|,
where L is the size of the bulk sample, Ec1 is the coercive field of the high-temperature
phase, and τ = 1/ (α111,1P
4






































where the following dimensionless parameters are identified: µ = M(φ;T )/M1(T ), ν =
P 2s1µ, γ = KP/(L
2α111,1P
4
s1), λ = Kφ/(KPP
2
s1), Ŵ = W/(α111,1P
6
s1), Êc1 = Ec1/(α111,1P
5
s1),120
and ε̂o = εoEc1/Ps1.
8

























s1), B0 = η
2+α11,0/(α111,0P
2
s1), η = Ps0/Ps1, ρ = α111,0/α111,1,
and ∆f̂PPB = ∆fPPB/(α111,1P
6
s1). In this model, the order of the P-FE phase transitions
depends on the values of B1, B0 and η.
Values for the microstructurally averaged Landau coefficients are determined from125
experimental hysteresis loops for polycrystalline BZT-40BCT ceramics, measured at se-
lected temperatures by Ehmke [49]. While the approach presented herein can be readily
extended to estimate the Landau parameters for a single-crystal BZT-40BCT sample,
such information was unavailable [54]. The equation ∂f/∂P = E = α1P+α11P
3+α111P
5
is fitted to the stable and metastable parts of the hysteresis loops for the unambiguously130
rhombohedral and tetragonal regions of the phase diagram, see Supplemental Information
for details. Mobilities are calculated directly from the BZT-40BCT data at each tem-
perature using M = 2πωχcεo
√
(Eo/Ec)2 − 1, [55], where ω = 0.1 Hz is the experimental
cycling frequency and Eo = 1 MV/m is the maximum applied field. Fitted parameters
are summarized in Table 1. Mobility values have the same order of magnitude as those135
reported by Zhao, Cao and Garćıa [55] for stress-free, lanthanum-doped PZT.
The PPB temperature is estimated as TPPB ∼ (TO−T + TR−O)/2 = 43 ◦C, using
TR−O = 37
◦C and TO−T = 49
◦C, as reported by Ehmke [49]. The estimated TPPB
is approximately equal to the value determined by Liu and Ren [6], Figure 1(b). The
dimensionless gradient energy coefficients, γ = 3× 10−5 and λ = 5.5, and the double-well140
coefficient, Ŵ = 4, are established via numerical evaluation such that the widths of the
rhombohedral domain wall and the phase interfaces measured in φ are approximately
equal at T = TPPB, the only temperature where both phases are stable. In qualitative
agreement with Jona and Shirane [56], the width (ξ) of the rhombohedral domain walls
is set to 4 nm, i.e., ten times the characteristic lattice parameter. L = 190 nm, which is145
smaller than typical grain sizes of 27± 3µm for BZT-40BCT [49]. The estimated values
for the gradient energy coefficients and the interfacial widths and energies of domain
walls, ξDW and σDW , and T-R interfaces, ξT−R and σT−R, are included in Table 1.
9
Table 1: Fitted Landau coefficients and mobilities for BZT-40BCT, after experimental
data reported by Ehmke [49], and estimated gradient energy coefficients and interfacial
widths and energies calculated at T = TPPB = 43
◦C.1
R phase T phase
Symbol (φ = 0) (φ = 1) Units
aCW 5.000× 104 2.063× 104 Jm/C2K
α11 6.314× 107 −4.229× 107 Jm5/C4







Mo 1.809× 10−4 3.806× 10−10 S/m
Q 8561 −25 260 J/mol
KP 8.922× 10−13 8.922× 10−13 Jm3/C2
Kφ 2.383× 10−14 2.383× 10−14 J/m
σDW 1.876× 10−6 4.063× 10−6 J/m2
σT−R 4.445× 10−6 4.445× 10−6 J/m2
ξDW 4.000 2.867 nm
ξT−R 2.834 2.834 nm
For BZT-40BCT, with the Landau coefficients stated in Table 1, the T phase has a
weak first order P-FE transition and the R phase has a second order P-FE transition,150
i.e., the case illustrated in Figure 2(a). The predicted upper limit for metastable coex-
istence between the R and T phases is TC,0 = 49.9
◦C, which is approximately equal to
TO−T ∼ 49 ◦C, as determined by Ehmke [49], see Figure 1(b). This supports the hypothe-
sis of R+T phase coexistence near the PPB, based on data acquired in the unambiguously
single phase regions. Interfacial energies are in agreement with Gao et al. [17] and Dam-155
1Each interfacial energy is calculated via numerical evaluation by σ =
∫ L
0
[ftotal(x)− fmin] dx across
a computational domain with a single interface, where ftotal is the total free energy density and fmin is
the volumetric free energy density corresponding to the stable polarization state(s).
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janovic [18].
Figure 3 shows contour plots of the volumetric free energy density of the system at
different temperatures and normalized polarization states. In all cases, u = ±1 is the
dimensionless spontaneous polarization of the T phase and u = ±η is the dimensionless
spontaneous polarization of the R phase at each temperature. For Ê = 0, the global160
minima in the bulk free energy of the system are located at u = ±1, φ = 1, for T > TPPB;
and at u = ±η, φ = 0, for T < TPPB. Results show that direct R↔T transformation
between domains with opposing polarization states is inaccessible because of large energy
barrier between antiparallel polarization states. Instead, this transformation is achieved
by a combination of 180◦ polarization reversals and R↔T reversible transformations, i.e.,165
polarization rotations, thus defining a mechanism to switching and ferroelectric domain
coexistence in the vicinity of the PPB.
For T < TPPB, the T phase is metastable, see Figure 3(a). Thus, both T and R
phases coexist through formation of domains of opposite polarization and a weak inter-
vening built-in electric field. Energy barriers for polarization switching are different in170
each phase; for example, at T = 39 ◦C the energy barrier between u = ±1 in the T phase,
∆f̂1, is 1.6 times larger than the energy barrier between u = ±η in the R phase, ∆f̂0.
Consequently, switching between rhombohedral domains is possible through two mech-
anisms, namely: a) via direct 180◦ polarization reversals; or b) by performing a R→T
transformation (rotation), followed by a 180◦ reversal while in the tetragonal phase, and175
finally by transforming back to the rhombohedral phase (rotation), i.e., T→R. The second
mechanism favours rotation of the polarization order parameter, but requires the thermal
energy of the system to be greater than both ∆f̂1 and the R→T energy of transformation
in order to be accessible.
For T = TPPB, four thermodynamic equilibrium states are available, see Figure 3(b).180
The existence of additional polarization directions results in a decrease in polarization
anisotropy. At the PPB, the domain switching mechanisms described for the R phase at
T < TPPB are possible for both phases, i.e., direct 180
◦ polarization reversal or phase
transformations plus 180◦ reversal (polarization rotation mechanism). As temperature
increases, the energy barrier in the R phase decreases such that ∆f̂0 ≈ ∆f̂1/3, favour-185
ing the formation of rhombohedral domain walls via the direct 180◦ reversal mechanism.
Since ∆f̂1 and the T→R energy of transformation are equivalent, the likelihood of ob-
11
serving tetragonal domain walls and T→R transformations is equal. Further, while the
polarization rotation mechanism can occur in both phases, the decrease in ∆f̂0 favours
this mechanism in the T phase.190
𝜙 = 1 (T phase)
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Figure 3: Left column: contour plots of the volumetric free energy density, f̂(u, φ; Ê =
0, T ) = f/(α111,1P
6
s1). Right column: volumetic free energy density of R ( ) and T
( ). Subfigures correspond to (a) T = 39 ◦C, (b) T = TPPB = 43
◦C, and (c) T = 46 ◦C.
In the absence of an applied electric field, both FE phases are equally stable at T = TPPB,
but metastably persist for a finite range of temperatures away from the PPB line on the
phase diagram.
For T > TPPB, the R phase becomes metastable, Figure 3(c), and the energy barrier of
the R phase further decreases such that ∆f̂0 ≈ ∆f̂1/7 at T = 46 ◦C. Here, the additional
thermal energy and the low energy barrier will enable the polarization switching plus




The multiphase field model was implemented using FEM in COMSOL Multiphysics R© [57].
A 200-element mesh with second-order Lagrange shape functions was used. Simulations
took on the order of 25 seconds in an i7-6700 3.4 GHz Quad Core 64 bit processor, with
16 GB of RAM and a Microsoft Windows 7 Enterprise operating system version 6.1.7601.200
Hysteretic cycling of BZT-40BCT was simulated at T = 40.2 ◦C to validate the model.
Equations 9 through 11 were solved with a mixed 50%R+50%T phase initial state. A
time-dependent electric field was applied through the boundary conditions V̂E(0, t̂) = 0
and V̂E(1, t̂) = V̂E,max sin(2πω̂t̂), where V̂E,max = −Eo/Ec1 and ω̂ = ωτ . Zero flux
boundary conditions were applied for polarization and for phase field.205
The field-free microestructural evolution was simulated at T = TPPB to investigate the
phase coexistence of FE phases. Equations 9 and 10 were solved with initial conditions
generated from a uniform random distribution, with {mean, range}, for u {0, 2} and
φ {0.5, 1}. Periodic boundary conditions were applied for both variables (polarization
and phase field).210
A time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagram was constructed for the microstruc-
tural evolution of the two-phase ferroelectric towards a stable single phase. The fraction
transformed of FE phases was measured by ψ, where ψ = φ at T > TPPB, and ψ = 1−φ
at T < TPPB. Average transformation times for constant fraction transformed were cal-
culated from fifteen computational simulations at selected temperatures. The Johnson-215
Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) equation [58] was fitted to the kinetics of isothermal
R+T→T and R+T→R transformations, ψ = 1− exp(−ktn), yielding Avrami exponents
0.29 ≤ n ≤ 0.55.
5. Results and discussion
The model was directly compared against polycrystalline experimental data, as re-220
ported by Ehmke [49] for T = 40.2 ◦C < TPPB and ω = 0.1 Hz, Figure 4(a). Very good
agreement was found between experiments and the numerical results. Differences near the
tails of the hysteresis loops are a result of the slow polarization switching of the last set
of domains pinned by grain boundaries, as discussed by Zhao, Bowman and Garćıa [59].
Additional comparisons can be found in Figure S2. Further, Figure 4(b) shows that the225
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application of a cyclic electric field accelerates the R+T→R transformation, measured
by the average phase field φ, when Ê 6= 0.
In a 1D system, the spatial distribution of polarization u is dominated by Coulomb’s
Equation where ∂u/∂x̂ ≈ 0. This forces a uniform polarization configuration over the
entire system, Figure 4(c)−(e). In 2D and 3D systems, polarization configuration enables230





































Figure 4: (a) Experimental [49] ( ) and calculated ( ) hysteresis loops at T = 40.2 ◦C
with ω = 0.1 Hz and mixed 50%R+50%T initial condition. (b) Effect of sinusoidal electric
field ( ) on the average phase field, φ ( ). Insets (c) through (e) show the spatial
distributions of u = P/Ps1 ( , left axis), φ ( , left axis), and Ê = E/Ec1 ( , right
axis) at selected normalized instants t̂ = t/τ . Inset (c) shows initial condition (t = 0),
(d) shows t̂ = 25 (t = 5 s), and (e) shows t̂ = 62.6 (t = 12.5 s) after one full cycle.
For T = TPPB, Figure 5 shows that rhombohedral and tetragonal domains stably
coexist. The average domain size of 20 nm, within the 10− 60 nm range as reported by
Acosta et al. [4], is consistent with miniaturization of the domain structure associated with
the decrease in polarization anisotropy [17] and interfacial energy [51] in the vicinity of the235
PPB. In the absence of an applied electric field, Figure 5 demonstrates that the low energy
barrier between variants in the R phase facilitates the formation of rhombohedral domain
walls, between states B and C, and enables the polarization rotation as it transitions
between states A and D. This is consistent with theoretical results reported by Yang et
14
al. [44] that link the small energy barrier for direct 180◦ polarization reversal in one phase240
to the small energy barrier for phase transformation and polarization rotation, identified
as the main origin of the enhanced electromechanical properties near the PPB in lead-
free materials [43, 60]. Figure 5 also shows that R↔T transformations between domains
with opposing polarization states, e.g., between states A and B, occur through a phase
transformation, from state A to state C, followed by a 180◦ polarization reversal, from245
state C to state B. The presence of local metastable domains, such as those reported
herein, have also been simulated by Rao and Wang [42] revealing their role in reducing
the total free energy of the system by bridging stable domains.
The formulation developed herein can be readily extended to 2D and includes the
effects of mechanical compatibility from the individual ferroelectric variants and interfaces250
between coexisting phases. This is the subject of future work.
𝜙𝑢
 𝑥
𝑢 =  𝑃 𝑃𝑠1
𝜙
 𝑓
Figure 5: Above: spatial distribution of normalized polarization, u = P/Ps1 ( ), and
phase field, φ ( ), at dimensionless time, t̂ = t/τ = 40000 at T = TPPB = 43
◦C. Below:
contour plot of the volumetric free energy density, f̂(u, φ; Ê = 0, T ) = f/(α111,1P
6
s1), at
T = TPPB = 43
◦C. Rhombohedral domain walls (rDW) and phase interfaces (PI) are
noted. A, B, C and D represent four equilibrium states. Long term coexistence of R and
T phases is observed at the PPB.
Figure 6 shows the macroscopic volume fraction transformed from a mixed 50%R+50%T
15
state as a function of time at fixed temperature, i.e., a Time-Temperature-Transformation
(TTT) diagram. Calculations show that as T → TPPB both phases are more likely
to coexist. For TPPB < T < TC,0, the low-temperature rhombohedral phase coexists255
metastably with the high-temperature, thermodynamically stable tetragonal phase as a
result of the local R↔T phase transformations that are favoured to accommodate lo-
cal switching events and metastable domains. In contrast, for T < TPPB a decrease in
thermal energy suppresses phase transformations and, hence, suppresses the polarization
switching plus rotation mechanism. The phase transformation and polarization rever-260
sal pathway between domains is possible at all temperatures where the two FE phases
can coexist metastably T < TC,0. It is favoured at T > TPPB due to the high domain
wall energy of the stable phase. Further, the likelihood of observing R+T coexistence
decreases with temperature as the driving force for transformation to the most stable
phase increases.265
The time to reach 55 % transformed volume fraction is one to three orders of magni-
tude greater for T > TPPB because the available thermal energy enables the polarization
switching of the individual phases to accommodate opposing polarization states. This
favours the phase transformation-induced polarization rotation mechanism as a means to
extend domain coexistence. 2270
2The large differences in coexistence time above and below T = TPPB , suggest that the true polymor-

















Figure 6: TTT diagram for transformation of mixed R+T phase towards stable single
phase as ψ → 1, starting from ψ = 0.5 at t = 0 at each temperature. Markers represent
mean times for constant fraction of phase transformation calculated from 15 computa-
tional simulations. Splines are included as a guide for the eye. Estimated times for 0.95
fraction transformed to T phase ( ) are extrapolated from a JMAK analysis at each
T > TPPB. Tdfmax is the temperature at which the driving force for formation of T phase
is maximal, and TEM corresponds to a temperature where mobilities of the FE phases are
equal. Metastable coexistence persists for longer times at high temperatures compared
to shorter times for R+T→R transformation at lower temperatures.
Macroscopically, for T < TPPB, the predicted driving force for transformation to the
most stable phase is very large, providing a rationale for the rapid kinetics of phase trans-
formation, Figure 7(a). In addition, the phase-averaged mobility of the system increases
with decreasing temperature for φ = 0.5, further promoting fast phase transformation
at temperatures less than the PPB, Figure 7(b). For TPPB > T > TEM , mobility in-275
creases as the transformation progresses and so does the rate of phase transformation;
for T < TEM , phase transformation kinetics are limited by the mobility of the stable R
phase being the lowest of the two phases. For T > TPPB, comparatively slow transforma-
tion kinetics correspond to a much smaller driving force for R→T transformation, which
reaches a maximum at T = Tdfmax. The rate of phase transformation is again limited280
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by the low mobility of the stable phase, in this case the T phase, with smaller values of
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Figure 7: (a) Thermodynamic driving force for transformation of FE phases, ∆fmin =
f1(P = Ps1;E = 0, T ) − f0(P = Ps0;E = 0, T ), and (b) mobility as a function of
temperature. There is a local maximum in driving force at Tdfmax for the R+T→T
transformation. The mobilities of the two phases are equal at TEM . Above TPPB and
below TEM , the phase average mobility decreases as ψ → 1, but increases in the range
TEM < T < TPPB. Metastable coexistence is expected to persist for longer times above
TPPB due to smaller driving force and lower mobility.
The coexistence time increases as T → TC,0 for Tdfmax < T < TC,0. This is attributed
to the vanishing R phase domain wall energy, σRDW , and the vanishing macroscopic driving
force, ∆fmin, Figure 7(a). The first is a consequence of the second order P-FE transition285
that occurs for R phase at TC,0. The second is a consequence of the fitted Landau
coefficients and the selection of a constant ∆fPPB.
For T > TC,0, the R phase is no longer metastable and any superheated, mixed R+T
state is expected to relax to the equilibrium T phase rapidly, in agreement with the phase
diagram. No simulations were carried out in this temperature range.290
On the one hand, while quantitative results in this study of BZT-40BCT might shift
for different gradient energy parameters, the general conclusions would remain the same
for this system. On the other hand, if the low temperature phase had a first order P-
FE transition, then the domain wall energy would not approach zero as temperature
18
approached the maximum metastable coexistence temperature, in that case T = Tmax,0.295
Thus the coexistence time would be unlikely to increase for T → Tmax,0, as predicted
for BZT-40BCT. This predicted behaviour must be explored for material chemistries
exhibiting an interferroelectric transition and appropriate FE phase behaviours.
6. Summary and conclusions
A phase field theory for ferroelectric systems in the vicinity of the polymorphic phase300
boundary is proposed. Based on a multiphase field formulation, the model considers
the thermodynamics of individual phases independently, in order to assess equilibrium
states and phase transformation dynamics of two competing ferroelectric phases. The
model was applied to the BZT-40BCT system and identifies conditions for the stable
and metastable coexistence of the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases, as well as an305
upper limit for metastability, TC,0 = 49.9
◦C. While there is no thermodynamic limit
on metastability for T < TPPB, results demonstrate that coexistence is short lived (on
the order of tens of seconds), whereas coexistence persists from minutes to hours for
T > TPPB. Further, metastable coexistence of phases provides access to additional po-
larization directions, which enables a phase transformation-induced polarization rotation310
mechanism near the interferroelectric phase boundary. The proposed polarization rota-
tion mechanism is a local intervening kinetic step that is partially responsible for the
enhancement of ferroelectric properties.
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